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 A pneumatic actuator is a device that converts compressed air into mechanical 
energy to perform varieties of work. It exhibits high nonlinearities due to high 
friction forces, compressibility of air and dead band of the spool movement 
which is difficult to manage and requires an appropriate controller for better 
performance. The purpose of this study is to review the controller design of 
pneumatic actuator recommended by previous researchers from the past years. 
Initially, the basic views of the pneumatic will be presented in terms of 
introduction to the pneumatic actuator and its applications in industries. At  
the end of this review, discussions on the design of the controllers will be 
concluded and further research will be proposed along with the improvement 
of control strategies in the pneumatic actuator systems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Pneumatics is an aspect of physics and engineering that use gas or pressurized air to make something 
move or work. In pneumatics, a valve controls the flow of energy from a pressurized gas, which is often 
basically compressed air. The device that converts energy from the pressurized gas into movement is known 
as a pneumatic actuator. Pneumatic actuators are often driven by electric compressors and equipped to create 
either linear or rotary motion. Figure 1 shows a typical pneumatic system. Pneumatic systems are similar to 
hydraulic systems; however, the hydraulic systems utilize fluid to control movement and work. The pneumatic 
framework systems are easier to outline and less difficult to manage compared to hydraulic systems, but  
the hydraulic systems are equipped for greater pressure: up to 10,000 PSI (pounds per square inch) with 
hydraulics, contrasted with around 100 PSI with pneumatics. 
The rapid development of actuators imposes the pneumatic system into a more significant element to 
be widely used in the robotics and automation industry. A pneumatic actuator proposes a better alternative than 
electrical and hydraulic actuators in any application because of its low implementation cost. It also provides 
the benefits of a clean, safer and easier-to-work environment [1-5]. Throughout the pneumatic history, it was 
first used in the era of 1900s where pneumatics drives were used in the shipyards and construction sites. Other 
applications that involved pneumatic actuators were in the active suspension technology for vehicles [6], in  
the air brake valves of heavy duty vehicles [7], in a robotic system such as Intelligent Soft Arm Robot [8], 
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conveying system [9] and many more. For the past few years, pneumatic actuator systems were widely applied 
in the fields of robotics, metallurgy and various industrial processing systems. 
Pneumatic actuator becomes an auxiliary actuator in automated material handling tasks due to its 
special features [10]. However, based on the pneumatic demand for good performance in terms of robustness, 
accuracy, and stability, the used of these actuators become limited. Previous researchers found that  
the researches of this area were difficult because of the nonlinearities occurred such as high compressibility of 
the air, existing frictional force, valve dead zone and mass flow rate parameters [11-14]. As a result of 
the occurred complexity, the uncertainties parameters of the system were difficult to be obtained and caused a 
challenging problem in achieving accurate position control. The study on the pneumatic actuators became 
aggressive due to the increasing demands in the industry during the 1950s where the first development of 
pneumatics dynamic control was made by Prof. J. L. Shearer in 1956 [15].  
The controller design in pneumatic actuators system started in around the year of 1990s and continued 
to grow in the past years. Previous researchers analysed and expanded the researches in the pneumatic actuator 
systems and successfully overcame the difficulties that occurred. A control strategy that is always used is 
proportional integral derivative (PID). The conventional PID is used based on a research and usually combined 
with other techniques, for example, a neural network, a feedforward controller, a feedback controller and other 
techniques. Moreover, other controllers used in the pneumatics are sliding mode controller (SMC), an adaptive 





Figure 1. A basic pneumatic actuator system 
 
 
2. PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR CONTROLLER DESIGN 
As stated in the introduction, the pneumatic actuator system is known as a system that comes out with 
the nonlinearities system model. Therefore, a typical conventional controller is difficult to be implemented in 
the pneumatic actuator system. It caused the system to be not improvable to achieve better results in 
performance especially with the variable loads and pressures or other uncertainties.  
From previous studies, the modification of the controller was made to improve the nonlinearities that 
occur in the pneumatic actuator system. In this paper, the review is based on the most popular controllers used 
in pneumatic actuator system such as, a proportional integral derivatives (PID), a sliding mode controller 
(SMC), and an adaptive controller. All of these controllers were stated in the previous studies conducted by 
Huang et al. [16], Jiapeng and Tao [17], Reznik et al. [18], P. Mishra et al. [19], R. R. Sumar, et al.  [20],  
O. Arrieta et al. [21], V. Prabhakaran et al. [22] and Chiang & Chen [23]. The details of the controller design 
of a proportional integral derivatives (PID), sliding mode controller (SMC), and adaptive controller will be 
clearly described in the following section. 
 
 
3. CONTROLLER DESIGN BASED ON PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVES (PID) 
 In 1997, a paper published by [24] made a contribution in pneumatic actuator by proposing a 
conventional PID controller that accompanied with the friction compensation, bounded integral action and 
position feedforward that used pulse width modulation (PWM) on-off solenoid valve. This paper proposed 
these control techniques to control the position but in the pneumatic actuator system, it is always subjected to 
high friction forces, deadband and deadtime. The parameter of the controller was selected based on  
the Issermann’s method. For the friction compensation, it was formulated based on the Coulomb friction model 
and it reduced the steady state error to nearly 40%. Then, the bounded integral action was attached to  
the controller that functions to control the friction force that comes with the piston stroke and finally  
the position feedforward was to reduce the errors to ramp and S-curves. The proposed controller with  
the combination of the above-mentioned techniques proved the actuator performance was robust against  
the changes in the system mass but the rise time or the steady-state accuracy was unaffected.  
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In the research conducted by [25], the friction compensation once again was applied to  
the servo-pneumatic system to solve the friction parameters that were difficult to obtain. The proposed method 
was combined with a PIDVF (PID control with velocity feed-forward and feedback) where the PIDVF was 
endorsed into a “mixed-reality” environment after the controller was optimized off-line. A PIDVF produced 
an accurate model and optimized the controller off-line before applying it to a physical system.  
 Eventually, a modified PID controller with a combination of a nonlinear compensation and 
acceleration feedback was proposed as indicated by [26]. This study demonstrated that to accomplish an 
accurate position control, a time delay minimization and position compensation algorithm must be utilized. 
The analysis was run based on a few setups which are: i) proportional and velocity feedback, ii) proportional, 
integration, and velocity feedback, and lastly iii) proportional, velocity feedback and feed forward control.  
The proposed controller produced a better result in the improvement of the system dynamic response compared 
to the conventional PID controller which the accuracy of the position was shown within 1 mm.  
One of the authors in the study [27] reported that the limitations in the pneumatic actuators system is 
inclusive of the dominant dynamic behavior by the non-linear function. The proportional output feedback 
controller with saturation was introduced to achieve practical tracking a wide class of reference trajectories by 
deriving a mathematical modelling and feedback linearization in the position control as a control design 
method. The proportional feedback force controller straightened up the limitations of the derivatives in  
the reference signal and disturbance of piston velocity. 
The investigation of rapid prototyping of fuzzy controller pneumatic servo-system by [28] towards 
the positioning control and teaching/play-back control was done by examining the fuzzy logic with PD 
controller. It used the trapezoid type 25 rules adopted from Mamdani and LuGre model to enhance  
the simulation result but unfortunately the numerical solution becomes more complex. The formulated fuzzy 
system was productive, stable and able to avoid disturbances; thus, it can be implemented in any type of 
pneumatic servo drives without the need to tune the regulator, and signal filtration can be applied or additional 
operations in the track control and restrict the generated signals.  
Besides, author [29] focused on controlling the position of the pneumatic actuator. However,  
the system has the limitations of high air compressibility and friction force. This research used the classical 
PID controller where the Zigler Nichols tuning method was used to tune the Kp, Ki and Kd parameters. Firstly, 
a P-controller was designed but when it reached the permanent oscillation, it could not be accepted by  
the positioning system. Then, a PD-controller was introduced to eliminate the problem occur and it yielded a 
good result in reducing the rise time, and the oscillation did not occur. After that, the PI-controller was tested 
into the system but unfortunately, the rise time of the system became worse than when the PD-controller was 
used and, the error of the system became constant. Among all of the tested and simulated controllers,  
the PID-controller reduced the rise time and error but the occurrence of overshoot increased as the time 
increased. An analysis of the computed study showed that the system’s behaviour delivered the best satisfaction 
and produced a model capable to be tested in the simulation to observe the performance. A classical PID also 
known as an auto-selective classical PID (t-pid) was proposed in this research to provide the accuracy of  
the position performed in the simulation, and because its cost is very low. However, the proposed controller 
was complicated to be tuned because it had to be tested in the simulation before being implemented into  
the real plant. 
The conventional PID controller was continuously upgraded in the research conducted by  
researcher [30] where the tracking position control method was proposed. It was divided into two control loop: 
i) inner pressure control loop (PID + feedback linearization), and ii) outer position control loop (PID + friction 
compensation). The friction compensators that augmented with PID had been tested either using neural network 
and the nonlinear observer. Conventional PID controller usually to be unpredictable and unsatisfactory due to 
the friction occurs. In order to compensate with the friction, neural network is introduced. For pressure control 
design, the proportional control valve converts an analog electrical input signal into significant cross sectional 
opening. While for the controller design of position control by using neural network, the input is the differential 
pressure and the position as the output. Pressure control where PID is combined with the feedback linearization 
eliminated the overshoot compared to conventional PID that the overshoot is high. For the friction 
compensator, either by using neural network or nonlinear observer, the tracking errors which is peak and RMS 
error were improved even with various amplitudes and frequencies. For the transient part, it can be seen that 
there are no improvement as the peak error is high when using the neural network and tested by the step input. 
Next, the PI controller was used in the study of intelligent pneumatic actuators (IPA) system which 
requires a better control and accuracy as stated in the study by [31]. The most significant issue in  
the pneumatic actuators system was the nonlinear attributes, for example, valve dead zone and mass flow rate 
parameters. In this investigation, on account of the nonlinearities, the PI controller and pole placement feedback 
controller were introduced. The PI controller controlled the pneumatic system and feedback linearization 
demonstrated that any single-input single-output (SISO) pneumatic system with a linearization load. In other 
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parts, input linearization with step type disturbance rejection can quantify disturbance in the pneumatic 
actuators with static friction. The pole placement used a low order linear approximation for a 2-axes pulse 
modulation width (PWM) in this study. The pole placement method utilized the self-tuning control that can be 
adapted with any payload and time-varying parameters. This proposed method is more stable than the PI 
controller to control the IPA system in terms of transient response and steady-state error. 
In a study conducted by [32], it showed how to improve the issue involving the complexity that 
occurred in procuring the system transfer function precisely. In this study, the cascade PID controller for a 
practical pneumatic system with good disturbance rejection was introduced. This study provides an 
identification of the system to build accurate mathematical models of dynamic systems. Particle swarm 
optimization (PSO) was used as a part of the system identification and control design stages. The cascade PID 
controller provides advantages to pneumatic system in both position and speed controls. It is because it permits 
the tracking of the speed profile in the range of speed loop while stopping with high position accuracy. This 
finding highlighted that the cascade PID structure with PSO tuning provides better transient response and less 
steady state errors when compared with a single PID. 
According to the research by [33], an improvement of a nonlinear PID (NPID) was proposed to control 
the position of the pneumatic actuator. This study focused on designing the controller so that  
the actuator can get the desired displacement without overshoot. In a nonlinear PID, there are two parameters 
need to be specified which are, range of variation (emax) and rate of variation (α). A modification was made to 
automatically obtain the parameters to overcome the difficulties of obtaining them. From the previous study, 
the value of (α) was taken by trial and error method which sometimes the limitation occurred due to  
the occurrences of speed and chattering in a system. To achieve this goal, a new self-regulation of nonlinear 
PID (SN-PID) controller with addition of self-regulation function (SNF) was proposed to generate the value of 
rate variation (α). From the result shown, it can be clearly seen that there is an improvement in  
the transient part when compared with the nonlinear PID by using different inputs such as step, multistep and 
random waveform. SN-PID showed a better transient response by a factor of 2.2 times greater than  
the previous NPID and the robustness of the system was also justified as the proposed controller can handle 
loads up to 28 kg. 
In a subsequent study, an enhanced nonlinear PID (ENPID) once again was proposed in 2015 [34]. 
The controller consists of two different control strategies, namely multi-nonlinear (MN-PID) controller and 
self-regulation (SN-PID) controller. Figure 2 shows the structural of MN-PID control strategy. The dead zone 
compensation was applied to overcome the dead-band of the valve. In addition, the feedforward path also was 
added to improve the tracking performance. For MN-PID, the fuzzy was used to tune the rate variation of  
the nonlinear gain, ax while for SN-PID, it did not use fuzzy to tune the gain, but the gain was generated online 
through the equation in the SN-PID as stated in the previous study [33]. In this study, both MN-PID and  
SN-PID performed well in tracking the input trajectories. As a result, the proposed controller, when compared 
to NPID showed no improvement, but based on the previous study that used a step input, it clearly made an 
improvement. A variety of amplitude and frequency were used to test the performance of the system with  
the proposed controller, but did not show a difference which means the proposed control strategies managed 





Figure 2. The structural of MN-PID control strategy [32] 
 
 
Bitaou Yao et al. conducted an experimental investigation on a single pneumatic artificial muscle 
(PAM) and the hysteresis element was taken into account [35]. An empirical model is any type of computer 
modelling based on the experimental data that was validated by experiments, then applied to  
the position control of PAM. PAM is subjected to high nonlinearity and time-variant properties. Therefore, 
many variable structure control strategies have been proposed by previous researchers. However, in this study 
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the experiment was compared by using a self-organizing fuzzy controller with model compensation 
(SOFCMC), a self-organizing controller (SOFC), and a proportional integral derivative (PID) without model 
compensation. From the result obtained, apparently SOFCMC shows the best result in tracking error compared 
to SOFC and PID where the error only moved a little which is ±0.4 mm although the external load was added 
from 45 N to 85 N. It proved that the robustness of the system is verified and the stability of the controller was 
maintained. This study also justified that fuzzy controller is the best controller to control the pneumatic  
artificial muscle. 
Furthermore, a study in 2017 by [36] also showed the contribution in the controller design once again 
is in pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM). This study proposed a conventional PID controller with feed forward 
control but for this research, it was upgraded with a new adaptive back-propagation (aBP) algorithm. This 
research proposed the above method because the pneumatic artificial muscle (PAM) is incredibly difficult to 
control due to the strong nonlinear characteristics and sensitivity towards the working environments such as 
temperature and other pressure resources. Initially, the inverse neural NARX (INN) model dynamically 
recognizes all nonlinear elements of the SCARA parallel PAM robot. Then, INN was combined with  
the conventional PID controller to improve the precision and reduce the steady-state error in the position 
control. A new adaptive back-propagation was created based on the Sugeno fuzzy system. The introduced 
control method possesses the capability to learn and update the system automatically and minimize tracking 
error near to zero. The proposed controller achieved an outstanding control quality, very adaptable and robust 
without any reference to external disturbances. 
As highlighted by [37], this study focused on the pressure tracking control that was applied to  
the positive and negative pneumatic pressure servo system (PNPPSS). PNPPSS is an important element in  
the aerospace engineering field where it is used in the aircraft to monitor sealed chamber pressure. However, 
because of the air compressibility, asymmetry of charging and discharging process, the variation of  
the parameters due to a leakage that caused the nonlinearities; a control technique of fuzzy proportional integral 
derivative was introduced and it was accompanied with an asymmetric fuzzy compensator. PID was used 
because of its simple structure but it has difficulty in obtaining good result owing to the occurrence of 
nonlinearities. Likewise with fuzzy, which can perform well because it does not require an accurate model but 
it lacks of adaption to a broad operational range and serious asymmetry. However, the modification was made 
by adding a fuzzy inference model and an asymmetric fuzzy compensator. This study indicates that  
the recommended controller overcomes the asymmetric problem and executes better dynamic performance 
followed by a range of pressure in this field (2-140 kPa). 
Research finding by [38] also pointing towards the use of fuzzy PID controller in the pneumatic 
pressure system. In addition, the fuzzy PID controller was upgraded by adding a fractional order controller 
and, the proposed controller known as fuzzy fractional-order proportional integral derivative (FFOPID). This 
study focused on enhancing the robustness of the system due to the load variations and external variations. 
While the controller was designed, the PID with Ziegler-Nichols tuning method was used to obtain the value 
of Kp, Ki, and Kd parameters. Then, there are two parameters must be recognize by the fractional-order PID 
(FOPID) controller: i) integrator order (λ) and ii) differentiator order (µ). The system and derivatives inputs 
assigned from the fuzzy logic controller (FLC) can be used to perform the scaling factor of the proportional, 
integral, and derivatives terms. It also improved the performance of the controller using online gain tuning 
mechanism. The numerical comparison of conventional PID, FOPID, and FFOPID controllers were carried out 
in the simulation part. From that comparison, it is verified that FFOPID produces the best performance in terms 
of settling time, overshoot, integral square error, and integral absolute error. It also justified that the system 
performs well in terms of robustness when the load was added.  
Another study by [39] reported that, in order to solve the tracking problem of the servo pneumatic 
positioning system, the author proposed a nonlinear robust tracking control scheme. The finding highlighted 
to take into account the pressure, velocity, and position differences of the chambers of pneumatic cylinder as a 
feedback state. This study achieved success in the simulation, and implemented in the real plant of  
the pneumatic system and global simulation model. The control strategy was divided into two parts:  
i) proportional controller as an inner loop to measure the difference of the pressure in the chambers of  
the pneumatic cylinder, and ii) independent feedback and feedforward (feedforward acts as pre-filter of  
the reference position trajectory and feedback of the difference between desired and actual state). It was found 
that the maximum tracking error is approximately 2 mm and the steady-state error is smaller than 1 mm which 
is better than the previous research’s result, 5 mm.  
 
 
4. CONTROLLER DESIGN BASED ON SLIDING MODE CONTROLLER (SMC) 
A sliding mode controller is utilized in most famous controllers that always been used in pneumatic 
actuator systems. This is because SMC can be implemented in the nonlinear system, therefore previous 
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researches used this approach to manage the nonlinearities in the pneumatic actuator system as accomplished 
by J. Song and Y. Ishida [40] , Richer and Huzmulu [41], S. R. Pandian et al. [42], Barth et al. [43], G. M. 
Bone and S. Ning [44], Y. C. Tsai and A. C. Huang [45], Yuan et al. [46], Zhao et al. [47], Chen et al. [48],  
S. Hodgson et al. [49], A. Estrada and F. Plestan [50], A. Rezoug, B. Tondu, and M. Hamerlain [51],  
Ayadi et al. [52], and Hidalgo and Gracia [53]. 
Surveys on the sliding mode controller contributed the information that, it has been used in  
the pneumatic servo systems since 1997 as reported by [40]. This study came up with a robust sliding mode 
control strategy by considering the Lyapunov stability theory and the structural properties of a pneumatic servo 
system. The controller was designed so that the output tracking error cannot be larger than any random small 
constant, as time, t approach to infinity, strong robustness with respect to large uncertain dynamics can be 
promised. The controller design commenced with the definition and assumptions from the analysis model of 
the pneumatic cylinder and equation proved by considering the Lyapunov function. The proposed controller 
was then applied to the real plant in an experiment to prove the trustworthiness in a practical pneumatic servo 
system. The implemented load was 30 kg in the forward direction, 100 kg in the backward direction and 
changed to 100 kg for the forward direction and 30 kg for the backward direction. Both conditions showed that  
the dynamical tracking error is no larger than 2 mm and the static control precision is approximately 0.2 mm. 
The control signal was continuous over time. It can be seen that the effects of nonlinear uncertainty factors are 
endured and a good tracking performance was achieved. However, the control scheme can only be applied for 
the second-order pneumatic servo system. 
In another study by [41], two nonlinear force controllers based on the sliding mode control theory 
were introduced. The study started with a development of the mathematical model of a pneumatic system, and 
then the first stage of the controller which required a very complex online computation for the control law was 
designed. It was followed by the designing of the reduced order of sliding mode controller by neglecting  
the valve dynamics and time delay. The reduced order controller resulting in the control law becomes 
simplified. Other researchers tried to control the pneumatic actuators by using a PD and an adaptive controller 
but that controller was suitable only for low frequencies. However, in this study, the improvement was in  
the frequencies which a frequency of up to 25 Hz was compared to the previous study’s frequency which is 
only up to 16 Hz. The main focus of this study is to design and test the high-performance force controller 
suitable for highly demanding applications such as the haptic interfaces. The maximum force tested in this 
study was 75 N which is suitable for a human operator arm while the maximum frequency used was 25 Hz 
which can avoid an operator induced oscillation. The study showed both controllers were tested by experiments 
and simulations. It was found that the reduced controller can only be implemented for a minimum required 
task such as controlling the shoulder and elbow joints but for any task that requiring high speed and accuracy 
movements for example wrist and finger joints, it is strongly recommended to use the full order SMC. 
In another study presented by [44], the sliding mode control method based on a linear plant (SMCL) 
and nonlinear plant (SMCN) was implemented to enhance the position tracking control for pneumatic cylinder 
actuators. The experimental performance in this system was compared both in horizontal and vertical.  
The motion trajectories are to follow the gravity loading and allow the testing to be performed in various 
conditions. This research focused on the design and testing of two model-based sliding-mode tracking control 
algorithms for pneumatic cylinder actuators and a comparison that wasn't conducted in the previous literature 
was carried out. SMCN performed better in the tracking error, which is 18% better with various operating 
conditions for both vertical and horizontal compared to SMCL. However, the performance of SMCN is not 
guaranteed if the complexity is added and the requirement for pressure sensor is higher than in this study. 
The sliding mode controller was improved in 2008 by another study in [45]. The improvement 
materialized when a multiple-surface sliding controller was suggested for the pneumatic servo systems with 
variable payload and uncertainties. In this proposed controller, the method used is the same type as  
the backstepping in the [54]’s arrangement, where a sliding controller was designed to minimize the relative 
degree [55]. The controller design commenced with a few assumptions for the controller to be feasible.  
The derivation of the MSSC started with the definition of the number of system states sliding surfaces.  
The result showed the tracking error under MSSC is better than under PID-control but the use of SMC caused 
chattering effects. 
In order to reduce the position error and switching activities as in the study by [49], the system was 
improved using a seven-mode sliding controller. This study proposed a sliding mode law for a robotic system 
that utilizes on/off (solenoid) pneumatic actuators. The proposed control design was experimentally justified 
on a single pneumatic actuator that consists of two chambers driven by four on/off solenoid valves.  
The sliding mode controller design was initiated with the position-control system where the sliding surface 
was determined and the stability was analysed by considering the Lyapunov function. However, to apply  
the controller mode selection involving a seven-mode controller, the current chamber pressures must be 
intelligent to pick the suitable operating modes. Lastly, controller parameters should be selected to smooth  
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the motions and reduce the switching activities. Based on the results, the proposed seven-mode controller 
algorithm is compared with the three-mode sliding mode controller and it reduced the switching activities.  
The proposed controller also made an improvement in the tracking error which is 0.45 mm. 
Other than that, a study of the sliding mode controller with a focus on the switching gain was carried 
out in 2014 as proposed by [50]. This study focused on a switching gains output feedback controller which is 
a sample-based on the second order sliding mode. This study highlighted the main common properties of 
sliding mode (SM) or high order sliding mode (HOSM) control, which are the robustness to the bounded 
disturbances matched by control and finite approach time. The main advantage of the proposed controller is 
the reduced number of information where the time derivative of sliding variable is not required.  
An improvement to reduce the control valve friction effect was emphasized in a study by [53] in 2017. 
The controller was proposed in two different approaches. The first approach was to control the flow of  
the plant using a valve as a control element which integrates SMC under an external topology using different 
sampling times (1 ms, 10 ms, and 100 ms). The second approach was the integration of SMC under an internal 
topology. In this approach, SMC acts as a slave control loop for the valve position stem while PI controller 
acts as a master control loop in regulating the flow. The experimental result showed that the integrated SMC 
under the external topology without a state observer with the sampling times of 1ms and 10 ms produced  
the best result. In contrast, the use of 100 ms sampling times yielded a better result but chattering problem 
occurred. Nevertheless, this integrated SMC is suitable for a very high-performance control loop and in 
addition, the implementation cost is also high. 
 
 
5. CONTROLLER DESIGN BASED ON ADAPTIVE CONTROLLER 
 In a subsequent study, the author must deal with the same previous problem as the pneumatic servo 
position control system has the typical characteristics of nonlinearity and time-varying [56]. A new 
improvement to the friction compensation was made in this study with a focus to enhance the accuracy of 
pneumatic servo position control systems. The proposed controller was an adaptive fuzzy-PD. The fuzzy 
controller controls the displacement of a pneumatic servo system that can arrive at a set point with a reduced 
overshoot, but to achieve this goal, the adaptive compensation must be designed and combined with a 
conventional fuzzy controller to compensate the friction. In the experimental result, it is clear that the settling 
time and steady state error under a constant load were obtained for less than 1 s and 0.3 mm with a reduced 
overshoot. It should be note that this technique was not tested on the system under variations of load. 
Next, the model reference adaptive controller (MRAC) that focused on the compensating friction and 
payload uncertainties in a servo pneumatic actuation system was mentioned by [57]. Based on this research, 
the most common uncertainties occurred in the mechanical system were friction and payload. Normally, 
previous researches did not take into account the friction that occurred in the system. The friction occurred 
when the piston and rod seal contacted during the sliding in the pneumatic actuator system. The position control 
performance in this paper was compared with its works on the motor systems while the previous research used 
other three adaptive controllers such as backstepping adaptive controller, self-tuning adaptive controller, and 
model reference adaptive controller that proposed for a permanent magnet linear synchronous motor position 
control. From that comparison, it showed that pneumatic actuators can produce accurate position control such 
as electrical systems. Firstly, the friction model was selected based on the Gaussian exponential static friction 
model which captures three friction phenomena; Coulomb, viscous and Stribeck friction. Then, the sliding 
mode controller was designed to maintain the robust, stability, and good performance of a nonlinear control 
system with nonlinear modelling inaccuracies and MRAC was designed for the adaptive friction compensation. 
From that proposed control method, the steady-state positioning accuracy was less than 0.05 mm for a 60 mm 
step input with a rise time of about 200 ms.  
Y. Shtessel et al. [58] stated, a novel super-twisting adaptive sliding mode control law was derived 
using Lyapunov function technique. The proposed method used a dynamically adapted control gain that ensures  
the establishment in a finite time of a real second order sliding mode. The experimental result showed a 
reduction in the gain during some of the time intervals that affect the accuracy of tracking performance. Based 
on the study in 2015 by [59], to control the position of an anthropomorphic robotic hand, an adaptive 
backstepping algorithm was proposed. The proposed algorithm was a conventional PID controller combined 
with an adaptive backstepping position control. The performance of the designed controller was assessed only 
in a simulation test. This study showed that the settling time of 0.2 second with maximum error of only  
0.2° was achieved.  
In another research, [60] revealed that to control the speed of a vane-type air motor (VAM) pneumatic 
servo system, an adaptive high-precision controller must be developed. An adaptive dynamic sliding mode 
controller (ADSMC) was proposed to achieve this objective. The control method for VAM is divided into two 
categories; the first category is a model-free control such as fuzzy control and PID control. At this stage, it can 
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derive control signal without realizing the exact model of the system. The second category is a model-based 
control which includes the backstepping and sliding mode control. The control system was used to control  
the pressure difference of the output torques. The presence of air in the chamber and friction causes difficulty 
in implementing parameters in the control laws. It affected the steady state error and caused poor robustness in 
the VAM application. A few controllers were used as comparisons to the proposed controller. The proposed 
ADSMC experimental result clearly showed that it improved the speed-tracking performance, better than PID, 
proportional integral derivative-neural network (PIDNN), fuzzy-neural network (FNN), and proportional 
integral derivative-fuzzy-neural network (PIDFNN). 
 
 
6. PERFORMANCE OF THE CONTROLLER 
The performance from the previous studies based on three types of controllers that are always used in 
pneumatic actuator can be illustrated as in Figures 3, 4 and 5. By referring to these Figure, indices a, b, c, d, e 
represents the performance of the controller achievement in the previous studies. For example, PID controller 
combined with friction compensator, bounded integral and feedforward give the better performance in term of 
accurate and transient where it represents as: [a] Next, PID merged with nonlinear compensator and feedback 
gives the performance of accurate, [b] represents it. For index [c], robust and precise performance happened 
when global sliding mode controller is implemented into the system. An improvement of NPID with  
MN-function and SN-function give the performance of [d] which is robust, accurate and fast response. Lastly, 
[e] appointed accurate and robust. An example to this performance is in adaptive controller when MRAC  





Figure 3. The performance of PID controller in pneumatic actuator 
 
 
Table 1. Performance of the controller achievement 
Index Performance 
a Accurate and transient 
b Accurate 
c Robust and precise 
d Robust, accurate, and fast response 
e Accurate and robustness 
 
 
Here are the recommendations that could be developed in future studies to make improvements in  
the pneumatic field. Many researchers are only concerned with how to get a good steady state performance but 
only a few of studies aimed at improving transient performance to achieve fast response or to prevent overshoot. 
Therefore, future studies can improve the method to achieve a good performance in both tracking performance 
and transient response. In addition, the robustness of the system can be improved once again by increasing  
the load weight such as more than 30 kg by proposing a new combination technique into the system. This 
phenomenon would have been more successful if the robustness of the system is achieved along with  
the accuracy and stability. 
Next, the tracking performance studies using sinusoidal and S-curve did not show an improvement 
when the comparison was made with another existing method such as N-PID controller. It happens because 
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there are some weaknesses in the proposed method to compensate the dead zone in the valve as it is known 
that it is one of the nonlinearities occurrences in a pneumatic actuator system. For future research, an adaptive 
technique can be applied to the dead zone compensator. To conclude, all improvements to be proposed in future 
studies must comply with the requirements of the industry and must be able to improve the system as well as 










Figure 5. The performance of the adaptive controller in pneumatic actuator system 
 
 
7. CONCLUSION  
Based on previous studies, the most common problem in pneumatic actuator system is caused by  
the nonlinearities of the system such as the high compressibility of air, frictional force, deadtime and deadband. 
In addition, based on the demand of the pneumatic to obtain good performances in terms of  
the robustness, accuracy, and stability, the use of these actuators becomes limited. Previous researchers have 
produced many controllers to solve those problems. The most widely used controllers in the pneumatic actuator 
system are proportional integral derivatives (PID), sliding mode controller (SMC), and adaptive controller.  
The conducted literature review showed that in the 1990s, researches in these actuators increased due to many 
control strategies were introduced and applied into the system such as PID control, PD control, sliding mode 
control, and adaptive control. Then, the study in this field became more aggressive when the researchers 
emerged with many advanced control strategies in the early 2000s. However, most of the recommended control 
strategies studies involved complex parameters and tied with the complicated mathematical equations. For that 
reason, over the past few years, most of the researchers still holding to the control loops based on proportional 
integral derivatives (PID) controller because of its simplicity and easy to understand. This is the most 
significant option available in the industry of control application due to its simple structure as it has only three 
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